Choose the Word

**Directions:** Read each set of words. Circle the word that does NOT belong with the others in the set.

1. target  comet  summit
2. climate  habit  orbit
3. bandit  credit  closet
4. magnet  pirate  jacket
5. merit  closet  target
6. quiet  bonnet  senate

**Directions:** Use the words in the word bank to complete the following sentences. Write the correct word in the space provided.

**Word Bank** quiet  racket  comet  Senate  habit  limit

7. Tammy used a new tennis ____________ in her lesson today.

8. There is no ____________ to how successful you can be if you put your mind to it.

9. Daniel toured the chambers of the ____________ today with his class.

10. It is important to stay ____________ in the library.

11. Brushing your teeth should be a daily ____________.

12. Viewing a ____________ in the sky is very rare.